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Abstract

Software was created as a result of the importance of measuring programmer performance. The amount of time and
storage space required to implement a programmer largely determines its performance. This project used automation
entrenched reliable rules to estimate the executive time. Our applied similar sophisticated criteria and software in
this study to achieve the same automation results automatically and rapidly. Aside from time and storage space, the
prepared software evaluates a program’s performance using other criteria such as dependability, documentation, and
others. All of these standards help to make sound performance judgments. This study concluded the performance
testing of programmer samples written in Python as simple structures that provide a clear and easy starting point for
testing programmer performance.
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1 Introduction

Software testing is an important phase in the software development life cycle (SDLC). The program has achieved
considerable usage in recent period. There aren’t many devices or services nowadays which are not under the control
or integrated using software [4]. Microprocessors and its software control an expanding range of operations, including
autos, starting with the engine and moving up to the gearbox and brakes [5]. The dependability of the software systems
used to support corporate activities or specific tasks is critical to the smooth operation of a firm or organization. One
way to accomplish this is to properly review and test the developed software [6]. In order to finish the testing for this
essay, we relied on certain standards, such as:

� A program’s time complexity is the amount of computer time required to complete it.

� The quantity of memory required to run a programmer to completion is referred to as its space complexity.

� Software reliability is the chance of error-free software functioning in a given environment during a given time
period. Another important factor influencing system dependability is software reliability [3]. In this work, we
were able to build a program for testing accuracy, in which division is included in the program size and reliable
mathematical terms to avoid division by zero.
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� Statistics analysis is helpful for examining a programmer or algorithm to discover, among other things, the
amount of loops (for statements) and condition statements [8]. When we compare the qualifications of two
programmers designed to meet the given problem, we choose the one with the fewest loops. Statistics can also
help the user build software, especially when dealing with huge projects.

� Documentation is required to determine whether the project adds sufficient notes to demonstrate the operation
of the program’s orders or the inscription of some details referring to the program, such as the time. The
written program begins, the test evolution comes to a close [9]. These remarks assist the user in comprehending
the application and making it easier to use. Through accounting, the outcome ties the ratio of the program’s
executive lines to its remarks.

1.1 The Problem Study

The. problem of the research lies in that the failure to test software in companies before starting work leads to
many problems and leads to falling into risks, including:

� Caused a lot of errors in the work system of the institution.

� Financial and moral losses to the institution due to errors.

� Damage that leads to great losses when the software is linked to medical areas and means of transportation such
as cars and planes.

� Loss of time.

1.2 The Significance of Study

The significance of the research lies in the fact that testing and evaluating software in companies before starting to
work with it is a clear scientific development in companies and others, but rather it is a guarantee of software quality
and is the means that leads to work well. To work perfectly and avoid the risks that occur during the work of the
software.

1.3 Aim of the study

� Focusing on the phenomenon of software testing, which is one of the most important factors affecting the quality
of software

� This research acquires its importance due to the lack of studies that dealt with the study of the phenomenon of
testing software.

� Provide suggestions and recommendations aimed at evaluating the software testing process and the benefits that
accrue to institutions from software testing.

2 Related Work

This study focused on the definition of software testing and its importance and the identification of tools that are
used for testing, such as the black and white box. This study defined that the idea of software testing is the most
widely used method to verify and verify the quality of software. It is the procedure for implementing a program or
system with the aim of finding defects for the software on the basis of the labor intensity scale and the cost, which
constitutes 51% of the total cost. How can we get high quality and low cost software? What are the testing techniques?
Are there tools that help us test software and is it reliable only? All these questions and more are answered in this
study [2].

Software testing is a critical part of the process for high-quality software systems, and can consume more than fifty
percent of the overall development effort. The majority of research on software testing has concerned the improvement
of testing processes, testing standards, and the development of new techniques and tools for different types of testing.
Ability and experience need to apply these technologies and tools such as personalities, education, and experience.
This paper presents the views of software testers themselves as well as those of administrators and software developers,
collected through an online survey method, on the importance of the formative factors influencing effective testing.
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The test includes training, experience, skills, and human qualities. The survey was conducted on software testing
groups on the site ”Linkedin and Yahoo” by distributing a questionnaire containing 29 questions, closed and open
questions divided into eight parts [1].

Added [10] in his research some factors that affect the adoption of the test process. In addition, the results of
the survey method are used to distinguish the factors that make software testing difficult in small-sized organizations.
Software testing has the potential to provide assistance to improve the quality of an organization’s software because
the objective of evaluation is how to meet customer requirements during software implementation. The testing activity
cannot be considered an easy process due to some characteristics of the software product such as flexibility to change,
complexity, and ambiguity. In addition to many factors that affect the success of the test, including:

1. Limited time
2. Limited source
3. Lack of skilled professionals
4. Insufficient knowledge of test planning, procedures, and techniques
5. Effectiveness of test specifications and requirements
6. Increased complexity of the system.

The survey method was applied to 7 companies by distributing a questionnaire to program testers, project managers
and professors Universities, divided into three sections: representing the institution, defining the testing process and
evaluating the factors, which included 17 factors. This study, from analyzing the data of questionnaires answered
by company managers, found that 57% have official certificates in the field of industry, but they are not related to
the specialization of software testing. The maturity model test is recognized by only two organizations but is not
used. The most negative factor affecting the application of software testing is the lack of time. Also, the lack of the
supporting tool, most of the tools that support the testing process are not free and the team’s link to the final stage
of the project. budget and lack of knowledge about the benefits received from. The testing process affects the success
of the business.

This study defined software testing as a formal process in which the software unit and the integrated units, and
the entire program units are examined by running the programming on the computer [11]. The study also showed
that tests play a pivotal role in quality assurance activities in many organizations. Finding more efficient ways to
perform the most effective tests is the main challenge in testing. The study also showed that software quality has a
direct relationship with testing programs, and therefore testing is an important stage in software [11].

Figure 1: the proposed system’s general flow chart

3 Quality assurance, quality control, and testing

Most people get confused when it comes to the differences between quality assurance, quality control, and testing.
Although they are somewhat interconnected, but there are distinct points that distinguish them. The following table
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lists the distinguishing points of quality assurance, quality control, and testing [7].

Quality Assurance Quality Control Test
Quality Assurance includes activities that
ensure that processes, procedures, and
standards are implemented in the context
of verification of advanced programs and
required requirements.

Include activities that ensure veri-
fication of advanced software with
respect to documented require-
ments or, in some cases, not.

It includes activities that ensure
bugs/error/defects are identified
in the software.

Focuses on processes and procedures
rather than actual testing of the system.

Focuses on actual testing through
program implementation with the
aim of identifying a bug/defect by
implementing procedures and pro-
cess.

Focuses on the actual test.

Process-oriented activities. Product oriented activities. Product oriented activities.
Preventive activities: a subset of the soft-
ware testing life cycle.

It is a corrective process. It is a preventive process.

Quality control can be considered
as a subset of quality assurance

Testing is the subset of quality
control.

3.1 Algorithms proposed Algorithm of Executive Time

This algorithm is an accurate depiction of the guesswork or time spent implementing the programmer. We calculate
time as n, where n is the magnitude of the income

Step 1: suppose that

c = the time complexity of program

n = size of input

c = 0

Step 2: Go over the programmer lines

Step 3: if program line content iteration statement: Then c = c+ (n+ 1)

Step 4: If a programmer line content iteration statement is followed by another:

Then c = c+ n2

Step 5: if program line content If-Then-Else Statement: Then c = c+ 2

Step 6: If the programmer line content is an If-Then-Else statement followed by an iteration statement: Then
c = c+ 2(n2)

Step 7: If the programmer line content contains Assignment Statement:

Then c = c+ 1

Step 8: If the assignment statement was followed by an iteration statement, repeat the process

Then c = c+ n2

Example 1: The next program is able to be read via to intended program in order to determine its time complexity,
as shown below (Fig. 2).

Lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no time complexity, lines 5 and 6 will be carried out once and will have a time complexity
of one, line 7 will have n+1 times complexity Line 10 will now be executed (n) times, followed by either Line 11 or
Line 13 being executed out (n) times, and the total execution time of line 11 and 13 will be (n) times. The overall
execution time for all programmer lines will be (3+3n) iteration statement.
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Figure 2:

3.2 Algorithm for Space Python programmer as input

The value of spatial complexity as an output

The procedure:

Algorithm for Statistical Analysis

Python programmer as input / The output equals the number of control statements.

Figure 3:
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The process:

Figure 4:

4 Algorithm of Reliability

It is one of the major standards that we add to our system since it detects situations of programmer failure due to
mathematical assertions such as division on zero, and the algorithm alerts the programmer of these circumstances.

The procedure:

Input: A mathematical expression written in Python with the Infix state.

Output = A massage box that indicates whether or not the software is trustworthy.

The Method:

Step 1: Read the expiry and determine whether it contains the div symbol.

Step 2: Change the expression’s status to postfix.

Step 3: Assign a value number to all variables in the equation except the first.

Step 4: To prevent division by zero, get the entire value of the expression.

Example 2:

Figure 5:

Line 8 of the preceding programmer is where the division procedure is carried out. The intended program can
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determine whether or not the divisor expression (e− f) + g ∗ h is equivalent to zero and what the program is trying
to prevent division by zero.

5 Discussion of the Findings

We obtained the findings in a table by implementing our software and testing a variety of Python as shown in
table 1.

Table 1: programs characteristic

Time complexity Space complexity Document Structure Statistical analysis
A1 3 + 3n 6 byte 0.16 Not structure For s=1 if s=1
A2 2 + 6n+ 3n2 14 byte 7.14 ∗ 10−2 Not structure For s = 3
A3 3 + 4n+ 5n2 50 byte 6.6 ∗ 10−2 Not structure For s = 3 if s = 1
A4 1 + n 773 byte 0.27 Not structure For s = 1
M1 9 + 6n 8 byte 0 More structure For s = 3

We examine five distinct programs that were created to handle various challenges. As our programmer (system)
succeeds in examining all of these programs one by one, their writing styles and programs tools vary. Additionally, to
time. and store area, that are as in measuring the performance. of any program, we included some more requirements
such as documentation, organized and statistical analysis to the table. All of this aids in the analysis and evaluation of
program performance. and qualifications. As demonstrated in the table below, our software is successful in predicting
time and saving space in order to perform all of these applications. Each program has a different executive time than
the others. See the table 2.

Table 2: the programs characteristics

Time complexity Space complexity Rate of Document Structure Statistical analysis
A-1 2 + 3n−2 18 0 No functions For s = 2
A-2 3 + 6n+ 2n2 18 8.3 ∗ 10−2 No functions For s = 4
A-3 2 + 2n 18 0.333 No functions For s = 1 ex.line −6

When the intended programmer was applied to three programmers designed to handle the same problem in various
ways. The issue is determining the worth of the principal diagonal in a square matrix. For we experiment and evaluate
these programs using our system, we receive various findings from the executive time, which is useful when comparing
program performance see the table 3.

Table 3: the Reliability

Time complexity Space complexity Rate of Document Structure Statistical analysis
R1 1 18 0.3333 No functions Not reliable
R2 1 18 0.4 No functions Reliable
R3 1 10 0.3333 No functions Reliable

6 Conclusion

Due to the importance of the level of performance of programs, in this research we prepared a program that
measures the performance and efficiency of application programs, where the level of performance depends on the time
spent to implement that program and storage space. In this work, we relied on the laws of complexity adopted to
estimate the time and storage space, in an automatic and rapid manner. The program has adopted other criteria in
order to analyze performance, such as reliability, documentation and other statistics that help in making a decision
on the efficiency of performance. In this research, the performance of samples of simple programs written in Python
was tested, as it is an easy-to-understand and simple to install language, which provides a simple and obvious way to
test the performance of programs.
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